
what is xy play ?

xy play is an application created to accompany xy
educational music toys. by teaching technique & theory
through the playing of songs, kids of any age can startF 
out learning the basics of music with an app that will  ff.
continue to challenge and teach them for years.   fFFFF

made to be

f
 - simple
 - fun
 - versatile
 - accessible
  - adaptable
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playing is simple:

xy play listens for all of the 
correct notes to be played 
before moving on to the 
next note / lesson

the further you get in your 
lessons, the more songs 
you unlock in the song 
shop
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all xy hardware and software use a color-coded system of notes. 

all xy products are designed with them attached, and with the use 

of the provided stickers, any instrument can be used.

versatility & accessibility 

so you can play with existing devices

xy play also supports:

OSC             MIDI             USB MIDI             AUDIO             BLE
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with challenges, high scores, and levels, xy play makes learning 
music as simple as playing a game. through the xy hub, you can 
even play songs with friends through the same speaker.

with songs separated into parts, it allows a song to be split 
between  multiple players at once.

multiple instrument sounds can also be selected to play along with 
you, allowing harmonies, beats, and solos to play along with you.

on top of everything else, xy is 
designed to be fun.



XY PLAY MAIN PAGE
the application opens to this page, allowing the player to get started immediately
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PLAY MENU
this menu, accessed via the menu button on the top left of the page, provides both song 
choices and access to the learn menu
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LEARN MENU
the learn menu, the second tab in the menu drop-down, gives access to lessons in music theory 
and technique
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XY LEARN PAGE
the learn page uses walkthrougs, dialogues, and activities to teach music concepts
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SETTINGS
provides input, control, audio, and gameplay settings
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